ABSTRACT Out-of-box methods can provide strict isolation between the security tool and the target virtual machine (TVM), so they have strong anti-jamming abilities. Current monitoring methods are mostly based on memory snapshots at a time point or a fixed period. Due to the randomness of processes and the discontinuity of monitoring methods, methods based on time point or fixed period snapshots that security tools used to monitor processes may result in a high leakage rate. The real-time monitoring method can be used to resolve this problem. However, all current real-time monitoring methods require a ready monitoring set, and their monitoring range is strictly limited. They are only effective for the inherent objects within the ready set and ineffective for the random processes. This paper presents real-time monitoring of virtual machine processes (RMVP), a real-time monitoring method to monitor a random process in the TVM. First, the RMVP monitors process switch by capturing the switch of kernel stack base addresses outside the TVM in real time. Then, it extracts raw memory of the current process through the memory mapping technology that adopts caching mechanism and multi-task concurrent execution strategy. Finally, the RMVP translates raw memory into high-level semantics according to a semantic knowledge base constructed offline. The RMVP can monitor random processes in real time and overcome the challenge of process randomness. The experimental results show that the capture rate of the random process is over 95% and the capture delay is in the range of 2.3∼3.3 ms. In addition, the RMVP is especially effective for detecting the processes hidden by rootkits.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, virtualization technology has shown a huge market potential. More and more internet data will go through virtualization platform according to a IDC (International Data Corporation) report [1] . Unfortunately, in current virtual environments, malicious software emerges in an endless stream. In order to bypass the detection of anti-virus software, they are usually combined with rootkits [2] .
Traditional security tools are mostly based on host (host-based), and they have the same privilege level as the host resulting in a lack of sufficient isolation between them. Once the host is infected, security tools will be in an untrusted environment, which leads to the possibility of being bypassed or deceived. Virtualization enhances isolation between the security tool and the target OS. The security tool can be deployed outside the target OS to monitor it with the help of virtual machine manager (VMM). In this way, the security tool runs in a different environment than the target OS, so that there is a natural isolation between their respective spaces. However, the strict isolation also brings a serious challenge -semantic gap [3] . Semantic gap is the difference between different semantic levels, such as the difference between binary memory and high-level languages. At present, the most common technique to solve the semantic gap problem is reconstructing semantic outside TVM through virtual machine introspection (VMI) [4] , [5] . The three elements of semantic reconstruction are raw data, high level semantics, and semantic knowledge. Among them, semantics knowledge is the key to bridge raw data and high-level semantics [6] . VMI technology uses semantic knowledge to translate raw data into high-level semantics.
VMI technology can be divided into time point-based detection, period-based detection, and real-time detection according to time interval. The time point-based detection is similar to a single memory snapshot. It hangs or suspends TVM at a certain time point and copies static memory of TVM for analysis [7] . In order to detect attack behavior, the detection time point should be synchronized with the attack time, or at least in the same order as the attack time. However, it's difficult to select a detection time point for malware detection. The period-based detection method captures raw memory at regular intervals, and there is a long interval between two scans. Malware may be executed within a scan interval to avoid detection. Unlike the time point-based and period-based methods, the real-time detection method is continuous, so it can avoid selecting a detection time point and introducing a long interval. However, the real-time detection method must face the challenges brought by process randomness.
The process randomness includes four aspects: first, the life cycle of a process varies widely, from a few milliseconds to several months, so the process run time is random; the second is the time point of processes starting is random; third, the distribution of processes' (especially the newly generated process) memory space is random; fourth, the number of processes in a certain time point or a certain time scope is random. All these features make it difficult to design a realtime system used for random processes monitoring.
The procedures of a real-time monitoring system capturing processes mainly include monitoring process switch, capturing process content, and analyzing process semantics. Due to the random distribution of process memory, locating the process address accurately is the first problem to solve in a real-time monitoring system. In addition, there is a possibility of creating a large number of short lifecycle processes at a random time point in TVM, which will increase the speed of information flow sharply in hardware. At the same time, the dwell time of the short lifecycle processes in hardware is extremely short. If the speed of monitoring process switch and capturing process content is not fast enough, it will lead to process capture failure, reducing the process capture rate; if the semantic analysis time is too long, it will increase capture delay, affecting the real-time performance.
Faced with the randomness of processes, the real-time system needs to locate the address of a random process firs, then capture the hardware information flow before it changes, and lastly complete the semantic analysis quickly. This paper proposes a real-time monitoring method RMVP (Real-time Monitoring of Virtual Machine Processes) to monitor random process of TVM. RMVP adopts an action separation strategy that separates process switch monitoring, memory capture, and semantic analysis into independent implementation entities. In order to solve the problem of speed difference among entities of RMVP, two buffer pools are established. The two buffer pools are used to store the process contents that are not processed by implementation entities. RMVP can locate the process address accurately utilizing the logical relationship between VCPU context, kernel stack, and memory. To improve the efficiency of memory mapping between two VMs, RMVP designs a caching mechanism for mapped pages. It can reduce the repetitive mapping operation in page table mapping work. To speed up memory mapping, RMVP adopts multi-task concurrent execution strategy. The number of memory mapping tasks will be allocated dynamically according to process switch frequency. In addition, RMVP constructs a semantic knowledge base offline. With the help of this semantic knowledge base, RMVP can avoid frequent online interaction with kernels during semantic analysis, which improves the speed of semantic analysis. Our work represents the following contributions:
• RMVP can locate the address of a random process utilizing the logical relationship among VCPU context, kernel stack and memory, and it solves the problem of process locating.
• RMVP designs a caching mechanism of mapped pages and adopts multi-task concurrent execution strategy to improve the efficiency of memory mapping.
• RMVP has constructed a semantic knowledge base based on offline tree topology, which provides the possibility of fast semantic analysis.
• The prototype of RMVP is implemented on xen to capture processes in real time, and the capture rate is more than 95%. The capture delay is in the range of 2.3ms∼3.3ms.
II. RELATED WORK
The VMI-based intrusion detection system is widely used because of its good anti-jamming. Taking time as a standard, the existing methods can be divided into three categories: the time point-based detection method, the period-based detection method, and the real-time detection method. Among them, the time point-based detection method accounts for the vast majority. For example, Virtuoso [11] and VMST [12] get the state information of TVM through control logic. Virtuoso needs to be trained before working. The program runs several times in TVM to extract relevant instructions and instruction execution path. And then it generates the path required by introspection code. Finally, Virtuoso merges all information together and translates it into introspection codes that can reconstruct semantic outside TVM. Aimed to solve the problem of tedious training work and low automatization in Virtuoso, VMST separates code execution and data access into two parts first. Then it translates the code and memory date of TVM into introspection codes through kernel redirection technology. In contrast to VMST, VMwatcher [13] acquires the memory of TVM first. The definitions of kernel data structures and functions in TVM will be used as templates to interpret raw memory. Unlike the time point-based detection method, the periodbased detection method extends single detection to periodic detection. Such as X-TIER [9] proposed by Sebastian, it injects and removes a kernel module into TVM periodically. The injected module reads some kernel data structures to get TVM view. X-TIER passes the information gathered by the injected module to VMM through hypercall. Similar to X-TIER, SYRINGE [10] also needs to inject some contents into TVM to get internal status information of TVM. It adopts function-call injection technology making it possible to call inner functions outside TVM. To guarantee the safety of the data acquisition code, SYRINGE uses localized shepherding technology to monitor its integrity. It periodically injects context information into the agent process and sets a breakpoint at the injection location. When a process executes to the breakpoint, interruption occurs. And then, SYRINGE will capture the high-level semantic information through function-call technology and pass it to the external monitoring program.
There are few real-time methods to monitor VM, and the representation includes RTKDSM [14] and TxIntro [25] . RTKDSM divides the entire system into two parts: the introspection agent and the monitoring agent. The former is placed in a secure VM, and the latter is placed in hypervisor [15] . The monitoring agent locates particular data structures in memory through a third-party tool volatility [16] ; the introspection agent uses xenaccess [17] for memory mapping and uses kernel knowledge to complete semantic reconstruction. The page where the particular data structure resides will be set read-only, and any write to the data structure will generate a page fault that can be captured by hypervisor. Another real-time method TxIntro traces all changes of target data structures with the RTM technology of Intel. In addition, TxIntro can solve the problem of state consistency in VMI due to the strong atomicity principle of RTM.
All techniques mentioned above employ VMI to monitor TVM status outside VM. However, the time point-based methods can't continuously monitor TVM. If a malicious process is applied before or after the detection time point, the detection method will be invalid. In addition, there is a long interval between two scans during a period-based detection method. A malicious process may remain silent during a scan and work during a scan pause to avoid detection, such as the malicious software technology proposed in [8] . Real-time monitoring methods RTKDSM and TxIntro can solve the problems posed in time point-based methods and period-based methods. However, their monitoring scope is strictly limited. Both RTKDSM and TxIntro are required to prepare a ready monitoring set before running. They have no monitoring effect on the process that randomly distributes in memory space (especially the newly generated process). In view of these problems, this paper presents a real-time method to monitor the random processes of VM.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN
The overall design of RMVP is shown in Figure 1 . RMVP is deployed in SVM, and it consists of the process switch monitoring module WatchSwitch, the stack base buffer pool, the memory mapping module MemMap, the adjusting driver AdjustDriver, the raw data buffer pool, the semantic knowledge base, the semantic analysis module SemParse, and the VOLUME 7, 2019 storing document. WatchSwitch monitors the process switch and stores the newly switched kernel stack into the stack base buffer pool. After that, MemMap reads node content in the stack base buffer pool, and then it carries on memory locating, mapping, extracting and storing in sequence. Finally, SemParse translates the raw memory stored in the raw data buffer pool by MemMap into high-level semantics with the help of the semantic knowledge library. AdjustDriver increases or decreases the number of MemMap tasks dynamically to match with the frequency of process switch. It also expands the number of stack base buffer pool nodes and the raw data buffer pool nodes when there are not enough free nodes.
The first step is capturing process switch in rapid sequence for the implementation of RMVP. WatchSwitch determines the process switch by monitoring register cr3 switch, and its execution speed affects the process capture rate directly. Any monitoring omission in WatchSwitch will lead to an invisible process for other tasks in RMVP, so it is necessary to improve the speed of WatchSwitch as much as possible to deal with various processes. WatchSwitch is designed to be an independent task which only provides a single function. It does not depend on other tasks while running, so its speed is not affected by others. WatchSwitch is only responsible for capturing the switched process to shorten action time. After completing a single monitor, WatchSwitch continues the next round of monitoring, ensuring its continuity. After monitoring process switch, RMVP must extract the processed raw memory as fast as possible to prevent data loss caused by memory flushing out or dumping into swap area. MemMap adopts multi-task concurrent execution strategy to improve the speed of process memory extraction. The number of MemMap tasks is dynamically adjusted by AdjustDriver, and it matches with the process switch frequency to achieve a higher capture rate with lower performance overhead. In addition, MemMap also introduces a caching mechanism for mapped pages to improve their efficiency.
Finally, SemParse translates raw memory into high-level semantics. RMVP constructs a semantic knowledge base offline to provide kernel semantics required by SemParse. Instead of direct interaction with kernels, SemParse extracts kernel semantics from the semantic knowledge base, which improves the speed of semantic reconstruction.
In addition, RMVP establishes two buffer pools (the stack base buffer pool and the raw data buffer pool) to cache the unprocessed data generated by the speed difference among task modules. Both buffer pools are adjusted by AdjustDriver. The size of the two buffer pools increases dynamically when storage nodes are insufficient, which ensures that unprocessed node content won't be overwritten.
IV. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF RMVP A. PROCESS RESOURCES
In Linux, the kernel calls alloc_thread_info to allocate several complete memory pages (8KB or 16KB) to each newly generated process as a kernel stack. The kernel stack grows in a top-down manner, and the esp register in the CPU context points to the bottom of the kernel stack. The data structure thread_info is stored in the bottom of the kernel stack. The first member variable in thread_info points to the process descriptor task_struct that contains all kinds of process state information.
When a process is in running state, it takes the CPU a single CPU time slice until process end or time slice exhaustion. According to the time length that a process takes up system resources, this paper classifies processes as the following:
The process whose running time t < 5ms is called ''transient process'';
The process whose running time 5ms≤t<100ms is called ''short process'';
The process whose running time t≥100ms is called ''normal process''.
B. CAPTURE THE CURRENT RUNNING PROCESS
RMVP takes the kernel stack switch as a flag of process switch, and then it captures the running process in the current CPU time slice. RMVP calls the 36th hypercall __HYPERVI-SOR_domctl [19] in hypervisor to capture the context information of the virtual CPU (VCPU) of TVM; then it shields the last 13 bits of esp to get the kernel base address that is the starting address of thread_info; finally, it uses thread_ info-> task to get the process descriptor task_struct whose corresponding process is taking the current CPU time slice.
RMVP deploys WatchSwitch as a separate task with task separation strategy to monitor process switch quickly. WatchSwitch stores the monitoring data into the stack base buffer pool. The node descriptor of the stack base buffer pool is shown in Definition 1. The data nodes are organized together in a double-linked circular list (line 1). State 0 indicates the current node is empty, and state 1 indicates the current node is full (line 2). Lines 3 and 4 are used to record the kernel stack base address and cr3 register of the newly switched process. The workflow of WatchSwitch is shown in Figure 2 .
Definition 1: The node state descriptor of stack base buffer pool typedef struct switch_struct { struct list_head * tasks; int state; addr_type stack_addr; addr_type cr3; }data; WatchSwitch's work procedures are described as the following:
Step 1: Call HYPERVISOR_domctl to get the VCPU context and extract cr3 registers from it;
Step 2: XOR cr3 with the stored value pre_cr3. If the return value is 0, directly abandon it and enter Step1; if not 0, enter Step3;
Step 3: Call HYPERVISOR_domctl to get the VCPU context and extract esp registers from it;
Step 4: Calculate stack_addr according to esp; Step 5: XOR stack_addr with the stored value pre_stack. If the return value is 0, directly abandon it and enter Step3; if not 0, enter Step6;
Step 6: Then fill the node of the stack base buffer pool with cr3 and stack_addr and record the current time stamp. Next set the data node status to 1 and update the next node to be the current node;
Step 7: Update the stored value pre_cr3 and pre_stack, then enter Step1.
C. GET RAW MEMORY
Because of the strict memory isolation among VMs, all operations of reading memory outside VM require memory mapping. MemMap maps the target memory of TVM based on the page (4KB) unit and stores the mapped memory in the raw data buffer pool. The working arguments of MemMap include the value of cr3 and the process virtual address. MemMap maps each page under multi-level page table mechanism level by level, until it gets the page frame. It needs to pass the command IOCTL_PRIVCMD_MMAP and the pseudo-physical address of a process page to the device driver privcmd of SVM through the function ioctl. Then privcmd maps the entire physical page to the address space of RMVP in SVM.
MemMap must complete the mapping operation as soon as possible to prevent the target memory from being refreshed or dumped into swap space. To speed up the mapping operation, MemMap designs a caching mechanism of mapped pages to decrease the repeated manipulations on the mapped page tables. So, MapMem needs to collect the mapped pages in the initial operation and store them into a cache. The initial operation of MemMap is shown in Figure 3 (32-bit address width as an example). During the initial run, MapMem maps the first-level page table (ie. page directory) based on the value of cr3. Then it caches the mapped page. Finally, MapMem reads the content at offset p1 in the cache page and sets it as the pseudo-physical address when it maps the second level page table. After that, MemMap performs the same mapping operations on the unmapped page tables based on the content reading from the previous mapped page table until it gets the page frame. After initialization, MapMem will look-up cache first before mapping each level of page tables. If there is a cache page that corresponds with the target, it reads the cache directly. If there is no corresponding cache page, MapMem maps the target page table and then updates the cache with the new mapped page. The mapping algorithm is shown in algorithm 1.
The first line in algorithm 1 is used to define the number of cached pages of page directory. Lines 2-7 define the descriptor of page directory cache dir_entry that describes the status of the page directory cache. Line 3 is a doubly linked list that concatenates all dir_entry together. Line 4 records cr3, and line 5 points to the starting address of the cache page corresponding with the page directory. Line 6 is the latest timestamp at which the page directory cache was updated or accessed. Line 7 records the first index of the descriptor of page table cache. Lines 8-11 define the page table cache descriptor tab_entry that is used to describe the state of the page table cache. Line 9 records the page table cache address, and line 10 records the latest timestamp at which the page table cache was updated or accessed.
All dir_entry are connected in a doubly linked list, and all tab_entry are organized in a two-dimensional array. Lines 12 and 13 create the page directory cache pool and the page table cache pool, respectively. Lines 14 and 15 use virtual addresses to calculate page directory offsets and page table offsets, respectively. Line 16 searches the page directory cache pool using cr3 as the key to determine whether the page directory has been mapped or not. If there is a cache value that corresponds with the current cr3, it returns the cache address of page directory; if not, it returns NULL. If the returned value is NULL, MemMap will start to map memory pages from the page directory level by level, until it gets the page frame. The function MapPage passes arguments to the driver privcmd in SVM through ioctl. Then privcmd will be activated to complete the mapping operation. The function AddToTLB is used to add the mapped page to the cache pool (page directory cache pool or page table cache pool) and update the cache descriptor (DirEntry or TabEntry). If there is a free page in the cache pool, the cache page will be stored into it and the corresponding cache descriptor will be populated. If there is no free page, all descriptors will be searched to find the one whose TimeCount value is the smallest. The descriptor will be updated with the current timestamp (if the descriptor is DirEntry, cr3 also should be updated). Then, the cache page that is pointed by the descriptor will be updated.
MemMap uses the bits 9 to 11 (emptied by kernel for other uses) of the page directory entry to store the second index of tab_entry, so we can get the index of tab_entry while searching the page directory cache, eliminating tab_entry's two dimensional-array traversal. If AddToTLB's operation object is a page table cache page, the bits 9 to 11 of the page directory entry need to be updated with the offsets of the current dir_offset in the two-dimensional array. The function ReadCon (page, value) is used to read the content of the cache page at the offset value. Lines 26-36 are the operations of MemMap when there is a page directory cache matching the incoming cr3 in the page directory cache pool. Line 26 is used to read the page MemMap needs to complete the arguments transfer, privilege switch, privcmd wake-up, hypercall, page read and write and other operations in a single page mapping, so it's time-consuming. From Algorithm 1, it can be found that the number of page mapping operations can be reduced by the caching mechanism. If there is no cache page, a complete mapping operation requires three (64-bit OS requires 5) page mappings to get a page frame; if there is only a page directory cache, two page mappings are required; if the page directory cache and page table cache exist at the same time, only one page mapping is required.
D. AdjustDriver 1) THE DYNAMIC ADJUSTMENT OF MemMap
In addition to the page caching mechanism, MemMap also adopts a multi-task concurrent execution strategy to improve its speed. The number of MemMap tasks is dynamically adjusted by AdjustDriver, and it matches with the frequency of process switch dynamically. Figure 4 . When the target node in the stack base buffer pool is filled, MemMap changes itself from the ready state to the running state and starts memory mapping. When the memory mapping is finished, it turns to the wait state. If the wait task receives a schedule signal from AdjustDriver, it turns to the ready state immediately. If it receives a dying signal, it turns to the dying state and then exits and releases resources. RMVP organizes all waiting tasks of MemMap into a oneway linked list and records the head and tail nodes. The tail node is only a pointer pointing to the next node. The task that changes from the running state to the waiting state will be connected to the next node of the current head node. It will replace the current head node as a new header. To ensure the timeliness of memory mapping, AdjustDriver ensures that MemMap contains at least one ready state task and one waiting state task. The ready state task can change to running state task rapidly and capture raw memory of the target process in the shortest time when a new process is generated. Meanwhile the head node in the wait queue dequeues and turns itself into a new ready state task to respond to the next round of memory mapping.
Due to the process randomness, the frequency of process switch varies widely. When a large number of processes are executed at the same time, the number of MemMap tasks should increase. If the number of MemMap tasks is too small, it will cause a high missed detection. When processes are few and a large number of MemMap tasks are maintained, it will increase the system load leading to a waste of resources. As such, AdjustDriver adjusts the number of MemMap tasks dynamically to match with the different frequencies of process switch.
The number of MemMap tasks expands when the wait queue of MemMap contains only one tail node. AdjustDriver creates i (described later) new tasks in a single expansion, as shown in Figure 5a . The initial state of the new task is the VOLUME 7, 2019 waiting state, and it will be inserted into the wait queue as a new header.
The number of MemMap tasks contracts when the ratio of the wait time to the run time is greater than the threshold j (described later) in the next node of the tail node, and the procedure is shown in Figure 5b . An high number of tasks in a single contraction may lead to a significant increase in the frequency of task creation and deletion, affecting system performance; a small contraction number will cause a large number of idle tasks to remain in the wait queue for a long time, resulting in the waste of computation and storage resources. In contrast to the expansion number, the contraction number of MemMap tasks is not fixed. It is associated with the number and the wait time of the tasks in the wait queue. AdjustDriver sets the maximum number of a single contraction to one-half of the total tasks in wait queue. In addition, it also stops contracting immediately when the wait time of one task to be deleted is less than its run time.
MemMap stores raw memory data into the raw data buffer pool after completing memory mapping. In this paper, the binary memory data of task_struct will be captured and stored in the raw data buffer pool. The node descriptor of the raw data buffer pool is defined in definition 3. Line 2 is used to identify the node status. 0 means the node is empty, and 1 means the node has been filled. All node descriptors are joined together in a doubly linked list (line 3). The mem_start of line 4 points to the starting address of the raw data cache. Because the size of task_struct is less than 8KB according to statistics, the mem_start will point to a cache that consists of two continuous memory pages.
Definition 3: Memory raw data status descriptor 1. typedef struct raw_data { 2. int state; 3. list_head * task; 4. void * mem_start;} mem
2) THE DYNAMIC ADJUSTMENT OF BUFFER POOLS
Both the number of stack base buffer pool nodes and the number of raw data buffer pool nodes are adjusted by AdjustDriver. New nodes will be created when there are not enough free nodes to store the new incoming content. When the nodes of buffer pool are filled, AdjustDriver expands the buffer pool if the state of the next node is 1 (ie. data→next→state == 1 for stack base buffer pool, and mem→next→state == 1 for raw data buffer pool). The expansion of the stack base address pool and the raw data buffer pool is much faster than the execution speed of each task in RMVP, and it has little effect on the process capture rate. So the number of a single expansion can be set to 1.
E. SEMANTIC ANALYSIS
Semantic analysis is converting the captured raw memory into high-level semantics. It is necessary to use a semantic knowledge to convert a specific size of memory into a specific data type during the conversion. Therefore, before the semantic analysis, we need to construct a semantic knowledge base, and then perform semantic transformation according to the semantic knowledge in the semantic knowledge base.
1) SEMANTIC KNOWLEDGE BASE
We extract kernel semantic knowledge and build a complete semantic knowledge base offline by analyzing all kinds of kernels. The semantic knowledge base covers the semantic knowledge of the current popular kernel versions, such as the semantics of task_struct, thread_info and mm_struct and other data structures. The data structure information required by RMVP mainly includes the offset from starting address and the data type of the member variable in a kernel data structure. Both offset and data type constitute the metadata of the semantic knowledge base. The former is used for data locating, and the latter is used for semantic recovery. The extraction algorithm of kernel semantic knowledge is shown in Algorithm 2. Lines 1-3 are definitions of metadata. Offset and DataType represent the offset and data type of a kernel member variable, respectively. The function GetData () is used to extract kernel semantic knowledge (lines 4-8). Line 6 calculates the offset of a kernel member variable relative to the starting address of the data structure to which the member variable belongs. The function StringOf in line 7 returns the data type of the member variable. In the semantic extraction process, the all code will be inserted into kernel source code and compiled with kernel compilation. It's not a complete kernel compilation but rather a partial one. We only compile the semantic extraction file and the relevant files that contain the target data structures (such as sched.h containing task_struct). Therefore, the semantic extraction time is much shorter than the kernel compilation time.
Algorithm 2 The Extraction Algorithm of Kernel Semantic
Knowledge Input: kernel source code Output: Metadata 1. struct mem_data{ 2. unsigned int Offset; 3. string DataType; }; 4. mem_data GetData (StructType kernel_struct, MemberType struct_member) { 5. struct mem_data * data; 6. data→Offset = &(((struct kernel_struct * )0)→member); 7. data→DataType=StringOf (kernel_struct→member); 8. return data; } To speed up the semantic index, RMVP constructs a tree topology for the semantic knowledge base, which is shown in Figure 6 . The semantic knowledge base is followed by the OS version (32/64 bit), thekernel main version + minor version, the revised kernel version, the data structure of kernels, the member variables, and the metadata from ''root'' to ''leaf''. In addition to semantic knowledge, the knowledge base also encapsulates the index functions for semantic indexing. The semantic knowledge base provides SemParse with the required semantic to avoid online interaction with a running kernel.
2) SEMANTIC ANALYSIS MODULE SemParse
SemParse has running and waiting states. If its current node is not empty, SemParse is in running state; if the node is empty, it moves to waiting state. SemParse reads the data in the raw data buffer pool and then translates it into highlevel semantics according to the semantic knowledge in the semantic knowledge base. The algorithm of semantic analysis is shown in Algorithm 3.
SemParse first indexes to relevant semantics including offset and data type in the semantic knowledge base according to TVM kernel version, data structure, and member variables (1-2 lines) . Every semantic index, we follow the topology of the semantic knowledge base, starting from the ''root'' and searching toward the ''leaf'' step by step until the matching metadata is obtained. If the current node of the raw data buffer pool is not empty (4 lines), it calculates the cache address and the memory amount of the target variable (5-6 lines). And then it outputs the format content according to the data type. The semantic output process is to convert a certain amount 
Algorithm 3 Semantic Analysis Algorithm
Input: the status descriptor of the raw data buffer pool node R, semantic knowledge base L, kernel version K, kernel data structure S, member variable M Output: Semantic View V Require:
OutPut (Addr, Size, D.DataType); 8.
R.state = 0; 9. R = R.task → next; } 10.
else WaitCon(R.state); 11. }while (1) of memory into format data according to the semantic type corresponding to the member variable to which the memory belongs. For example, a four-byte process pid is output as int data. Finally, SemParse sets the current cache node status to 0 and switches to the next node (8-9 lines), entering the next round of analysis. If the current node is empty, SemParse will wait until the current node is filled (10 lines).
V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

A. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
We implement a prototype of RMVP framework for the x86 architecture that is based on the Xen hypervisor in Linux. In the experiment, the physical host is a Dell R710 server configured with the Intel Xeon(R) E5520@2.27GHZ 16-core processor, 16G memory, and 137G hard disk. The virtualization platform is Xen 4.1.2, and the OS environment is shown in Table 1 .
This paper simulates two types of experiments (case A and case B) for the randomness of process. In case A, we randomly select 300 time points in 3 hours and set them as the execution time points of the target processes. Then, every process randomly chosen from 300 processes (including 100 transient processes, 100 short processes, and 100 normal processes) will be executed at a time point selected in the 300 time points. In case B, the transient, short, and normal processes are continuously executed 100 times at a time point, respectively. Case A simulates the randomness of process life cycle and starting time point while case B simulates the high frequency of process switch. New processes are created in case A and B, so both A and B cover the simulation of the random distribution of process memory. In two different execution cases, we measure the process capture rate and capture delay of RMVP. All experiments are conducted 10 times, and the statistical mean is taken as the final result.
B. PROCESS CAPTURE RATE
The CPU-intensive process is used for calculation, logical judgment, and other CPU action in most of time, and its CPU load is high. In this paper, we take Pi that calculates π as a CPU-intensive process. By continuously increasing the number of bits after π , it can be followed by transient, short, and normal processes. Pi is executed 10 times, and the statistical mean shows that the execution time of calculating 1 bits, 300bits, and 2000bits after π is 1.8ms (transient process), 20.4ms (short process), and 167.6ms (normal process).
The I / O-intensive process is used to wait reading and writing in most of time. In our experiment, the process Re reading a file from a hard disk is used as an I / O-intensive process. By setting different sizes of the file that Re reads, we can make Re a transient, normal, and resident process respectively. Statistics found that if the file size is 16B, Re runs 1.9 ms; if the file size is 100KB, Re runs 21.1ms; if the file size is 500KB, Re runs 165.9ms.
RMVP captures CPU-intensive and I / O-intensive processes in cases A and B. The capture rate is shown in Figure 7 . As can be seen from the figure, the capture rates of CPU-intensive and I / O-intensive processes are more than 95% in both cases A and B. The capture rate of the transient, short and normal processes increases in turn. In particular, the capture rate of the normal processes is 99%. In addition, the capture rate of case A is slightly higher than the capture rate of case B, and the capture rate of CPU-intensive processes is slightly higher than the capture rate of I / O-intensive processes.
The time length that the process content resides in hardware is a main factor affecting the process capture rate. The longer process content resides in hardware, the more time RMVP can take to capture it before it changes. The time that the three types of processes take hardware resources (CPU, memory, etc.) increases one by one. Therefore, RMVP has the highest capture rate for normal processes. In case B, a large number of processes are erupted at a time point resulting in a sudden increase of process switch frequency. High-frequency process switch causes a quick update of hardware information including CPU context, kernel stacks, and memory. As a result, the process resource in case B has a shorter dwell time in hardware compare to case A, leading to a decrease in process capture rate. CPU-intensive processes take a longer CPU time, so the capture rate is higher.
The factors causing process missing detection may include two aspects: the first is the missing detection of process switch introduced by WatchSwitch, and the other is the memory capture failure introduced by MemMap. In WatchSwitch, as a separate and single-function task module, the main timeconsuming operation is hypercall, and the total time it consumes is only 100µs ∼ 300µs in a single detection. Since the process is a dynamic entity whose lifecycle ranges from a few milliseconds to a few months [23] , WatchSwitch can perform multiple process switch detection during the execution of any process. That is, there is no missing detection for WatchSwitch. Whether MemMap can capture the complete raw memory data of a process depends on its speed and the dwell time of process memory. MemMap completes memory locating, mapping, reading and writing (four operations), and a single run time is 1ms ∼ 2ms. If the target memory has been refreshed or swapped to swapping area when MemMap is going to map memory, it can't get the right memory data, which leads to the phenomenon of process missing detection. Thus, the missing detection is introduced by MemMap.
C. CAPTURE DELAY
The capture delay is the time difference between the completion time of process capture and the process starting time. This section uses Pi and Re mentioned in Section 5.2 to test the process capture delay of RMVP. Both Pi and Re are set to transient processes running for about 5ms and executed 10 times in cases A and B. In the experiment, we record the average time delay for each test. The experiment results are shown in Figure 8 .
The results show that the capture delay of RMVP is not sensitive to the process types and process execution cases. It fluctuates between 2.3ms∼3.3ms. Capture delay is inevitable in RMVP, and it is mainly introduced by capturing process switch, mapping memory, and analyzing semantic. Among them, mapping memory introduces the maximum delay.
D. PARAMETER SELECTION
MemMap is a key factor affecting the process capture rate in RMVP. Therefore, when the expansion and contraction parameters of MemMap are selected, the process capture rate is taken as the evaluation criterion. This section uses the application Pi as the target process and sets it to be a transient process running for about 5ms. Pi will run for 1000 times at a random time point. We test the effect of different expansion nodes i and contraction threshold j on process capture rate. The capture rate is shown in Figures 9a and 9b , respectively. In the figure, the abscissa indicates the parameter selection, and the ordinate indicates the process capture rate. As can be seen from Figure 9a , the value of i has no significant effect VOLUME 7, 2019 on the process capture rate, so i can be set to 1. The speed that AdjustDriver generates a new MemMap task is much faster than the execution speed of MemMap, so the generation action of new tasks does not have a significant impact on the process capture rate.
As can be seen from Fig. 9b , when j is 4, the process capture rate is the highest. Then, it becomes stable and last decreases gradually. Thus, j is set to 4. If the contraction threshold of MemMap is too small, task creation alternates with task deletion frequently, which affects the process capture; if the contraction threshold is too large, it will produce many idle tasks that occupy system resources, affecting system efficiency. Therefore, the constriction threshold can't be too small nor too large.
E. CAPTURE THE HIDDEN PROCESSES
To ensure the authenticity of the process view being built, RMVP must be able to detect all processes that are maliciously hidden. In this section we will test the detection effect of RMVP on hidden processes.
1) DETECT THE PROCESS HIDDEN BY KERNEL ROOTKIT
To ensure the completeness of process capture, RMVP should have the ability to detect the hidden processes. The processes hidden by f00lkit and linuxfu (two different types of rootkits as examples) will be captured to validate the detection effect of RMVP on the processes hidden by kernel rootkit.
F00lkit can hide a process by modifying system functions and redirecting kernel control flow. It has a good hidden effect on the host-based detection tools. Figure 10 demonstrates the detection results of f00lkit with RMVP and internal command of TVM. The right window is the status view of TVM captured by internal command, and the left window is the status view of TVM captured by RMVP in SVM. F00lkit will be loaded into TVM kernel first, as shown by the x instruction in the right window. At the same time, RMVP captures the action of loading the kernel module, which is indicated by the x box in the left window. We run y instruction ''ps -a'' in TVM before f00lkit action and find that there are process ping whose pid is 2400 and process ps (the current instruction) whose pid is 2426. From the left window, we find RMVP can capture the process ping and process ps, indicated by the y box and the dotted line below it. Then we send a hidden signal to f00lkit through the command ''kill-63 2400'' in TVM to hide the process ping (pid is 2400). Finally, the instruction ''ps -a'' (the z instructions in the right window) is executed once again. We find there is only a process ps (the current instruction, pid is 2427), and the process ping whose pid is 2400 disappears. However, the monitoring results of RMVP show that the process ping (pid is 2400) can still be detected after process ps (pid is 2427), demonstrated by the z box in the left window and the dashed line below it.
In contrast to f00lkit, linuxfu is a rootkit that modifies the kernel object directly. It hides a process by breaking the doubly linked list of task_struct, which makes a process invisible to external detection tools. Figure 11 shows the detection results of linuxfu with RMVP and libVMI [20] (a detection tool outside VM). The left window shows the detection results of RMVP in SVM; the middle window shows the detection results of libVMI in SVM when there is no linuxfu in TVM; the right window shows the detection results of libVMI in SVM when linuxfu runs in TVM. The contrast of the right window and the middle window shows that libVMI can't detect the process ping whose pid is 2493 hidden by linuxfu. Regardless of whether linuxfu runs or not, RMVP can detect the process ping (pid is 2493) in SVM, which is shown in the left window.
In addition to f00lkit and linuxfu, RMVP also detects a variety of popular kernel-level rootkits and compares them with a variety of rootkit detection tools. Table 2 shows the results. The results show that RMVP has a good detection effect on processes hidden by rootkit, and it can ensure the completeness of process monitoring. 
2) CAPTURE THE SYSTEM-LEVEL MALICIOUS PROCESS
Besides the kernel-level rootkits, RMVP has a good detection effect on system-level rootkits too. This section uses Horse Pill [21] , [22] as an experimental object. Horse Pill is a new type of rootkit proposed by Michael Leibowitz in Black Hat 2016. It takes over the entire operating system by infecting ramdisk and deceives the system owner through container primitive. In the process of infection, Horse Pill injects the malicious binary executable file run-init into initrd that is generated dynamically. Run-init will replace the original process ''init'' and take over the system control. When the injected OS restarts, run-init provides the system owner with a false internal semantic view designed previously, which limits the system owner in a container. Outside the container, an attacker can set malicious processes, such as backdoor and listening processes, which are invisible to the system owner.
The capture results of Horse Pill are shown in Figure 12 . The left window is the internal view of the injected TVM captured by the command ''top'' in TVM, and the right window is the external view of TVM captured by RMVP. As can be seen from the right window, the first process (pid is 1) is ''systemed'' in TVM while the process whose pid is 1 captured by RMVP is run-init. The pid of process ''systemed'' captured by RMVP is not 1 shown by command ''top'' in TVM but 328. All results show that the first process ''systemed'' in TVM is a fake process, and its real identity is the 328th process. The real process whose pid is 1 is run-init, and it has been hidden by Horse Pill. In addition, process dnscat (a remote control tool) is continually created to execute according to the real-time view captured by RMVP while it does not appear in the internal view.
RMVP's good detection effect on hidden processes depends on the way with which RMVP monitors processes through physical resources instead of system functions in TVM or logical relationship between processes. Any process that wants to run needs CPU time slice, kernel stack, memory and other system resources. RMVP integrates the CPU context, the kernel stack, and the memory together as a monitoring object by the logical relationship between them. As such, any process assigned to system resources can be detected.
F. PERFORMANCE
The introduction of RMVP will definitely have a certain performance impact on the operating system. In this section we will test the performance overhead introduced by RMVP for the operating system.
1) STORAGE OVERHEAD
The stack base buffer pool, the raw data buffer pool, and the cache pages are the primary storage overhead introduced by RMVP. The number of the cache pages is fixed. There are VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 12. The capture results of system rootkit.
two levels of cache pages for 32-bit TVM. The cache page number of page directory is set to 8, and each cache page of page directory corresponds to 7 secondary cache pages (cache pages of page tables). Similar to algorithm 2, the secondary cache pages are set to 7 to use the 9 to 11 bits of a directory entry as index. 0 indicates there is no secondary cache, and the remaining 1∼7 (001∼111) record the second array index of the secondary cache (ie. page table cache). The cache size for a 32-bit TVM is 256k.
The number of nodes in the stack base buffer pool and the raw data buffer pool will increase when there are no free nodes. A total of 10 experiments were continuously conducted in cases A and B respectively. The numbers of nodes in the two types of buffer pools are shown in Figure 13a and Figure 13b .
As shown in Figures 13a and 13b , we find that the number of nodes in the two types of buffer pools will not grow without restriction. In Linux, there is an upper limit to process switch frequency due to the process scheduling algorithm. Therefore, the number of MemMap tasks will not grow without restriction. MemMap can read the node contents from the stack base buffer pool in a timely manner, which prevents the nodes from accumulating all the time. In addition, the execution speed of SemParse is much faster than the speed that MemMap stores memory into the raw data buffer pool. Due to the upper limit of MemMap tasks and the fast speed of SemParse, the number of nodes in the raw data buffer pool will not grow without restriction as well.
2) THE EFFICIENCY OF MEMORY MAP
To improve the efficiency of memory mapping, RMVP introduces a caching mechanism for mapped pages. In RMVP, memory map is a key factor affecting performance, so the frequency of memory mapping is used as the measure of mapping efficiency in this experiment. We test the total counts of memory mapping for 32-bit TVM and 64-bit TVM in cases A and B and show them in Figures 14a and 14b . NON means the caching mechanism is closed, and ON means the caching mechanism is open. From the experiment results, we can find that the mapping efficiency testing with 32-bit TVM in cases A and B increases by 19.8% and 16.2% respectively. It increases by 16.5% and 17.4% in cases A and B respectively when testing with a 64-bit TVM. The caching mechanism can reduce duplicate operations in memory mapping and therefore improve the mapping efficiency.
3) COMPUTATIONAL OVERHEAD
This section uses the system performance test tool nbench [24] to test the performance impact of RMVP on SVM and TVM, and the experiment results are shown in Figure 15 . The results in Figure 15 have a total of 10 tests, and each result represents the overhead introduced by RMVP for SVM(blue) and TVM(red). From these 10 tests, we find RMVP introduces 12% to 19% performance overhead for SVM and 11% to 16% performance overhead for TVM. Figure 16 shows the speed impact of multiple applications introduced by RMVP in SVM and TVM. All test results are normalized and have been converted as a percentage of relative performance. 1 is the performance of not running RMVP. The y-axis represents performance load, which is positively associated with performance overhead. As can be seen from Figure 16 , the performance overhead introduced into SVM by RMVP is higher than the performance overhead RMVP introduces to TVM. RMVP is deployed in SVM, and the computation load and storage load are handled by SVM. RMVP adopts non-intervention mode to monitor TVM, and the performance overhead for TVM is mainly from the overall performance loss. Thus, RMVP has a smaller impact on TVM.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a real-time method, RMVP, to monitor VM processes. It can avoid the risk of being bypassed by monitoring the hardware flow of the processes. As a result, it has strong anti-jam abilities for hidden processes. To deal with the distribution randomness of process memory, RMVP locates the process with the logical relationship between the VCPU context, the kernel stack, and memory. It adopts the caching mechanism of mapped pages and multi-task concurrent execution strategy to improve the speed of memory mapping. The tree-structured semantic knowledge base is constructed offline, and it can provide the semantic support for semantic analysis, which avoids frequent online interaction with kernels. The experimental results show that the capture rate of the normal process is 99%, and the capture rate of the transient process is over 95%. The capture delay is in the range of 2.3ms ∼ 3.3ms.
At present, RMVP still has some flaws. For example, the performance overhead is too high, affecting the overall system performance. In addition, this paper assumes that hypervisor is absolutely secure. There is no discussion about the security issues of hypervisor. All of these concerns will be our further study in future work. 
